Mission Stories and the Adventist Future

Fernando and Ana Stahl as a Case Study

The content of Christian faith... is best expressed in the shared lives of its believers; without such lives, that faith is dead. These lives in their integrity and compelling power do not just illustrate, but test and verify (or by their absence or failure falsify) the set of religious convictions that they embody.

—James Wm. McClendon, Jr. 1

Adventist Students and the Adventist Story: Good News and Bad News

The good news: Adventist teachers find meaning and motivation in the collective story of Adventism. Whether we are first, second, third, or fourth-generation members, we boast a shared history: we were born in the Great Disappointment of 1844; we named the beasts that prowl the Patmos zoo of St. John the Divine; we overcame parochial presuppositions fostered by Shut Doors; we wrested free of antiorganizational Babylonian biases. We geared up for the long haul to take the Third Angel's Message to every nation, kindred, tongue, and people. We enthusiastically affirm this collective story as our own.

The bad news: While we seem relatively clear about our shared history, what haunts us, I think, is the matter of a shared future. Our young people appear less likely than those of earlier generations to identify the Adventist story as their story. In short, the "believing" dimension of the Adventist experience has not successfully translated into a sense of "belonging."

A hunch: Telling, enacting, and
researching mission stories of a rich Adventist past may help to solve this dilemma. Kindergartners no less than the university crowd may well discover colorful characters in the Adventist narrative. Through their demonstration of the unity of belief and action, these heroes can inspire a contemporary generation to embrace the Adventist story as their own.

Combining Theology and Ethics: The Adventist Experience as Shared Story

I think I know one reason why Adventist youth seem less willing today to claim the Adventist story as their own. They have not been exposed to it. Therefore, they see it as irrelevant. As long as they think Adventism doesn't make a difference in their lives or anyone else's, they will continue to search for other stories with which to identify.

We can recapture Adventism's relevance by affirming the narrative nature of the church's texts and traditions. This will show that the Adventist vision is integrally related to Adventist doctrine and experience.

Ethicist/theologian Stanley Hauerwas reminds us "that there are no doctrines for which one must search out moral implications; rather 'doctrines' and 'morality' gain their intelligibility from narratives that promise to help us see and act in a manner appropriate to the character of our existence." Accordingly, the narrative nature of Christian convictions helps us see that "ethics" is not what one does after one has gotten straight on the meaning and truth of religious beliefs; rather, Christian ethics offers the means for exploring the meaning, relation, and truthfulness of Christian convictions.

The church is first informed by the stories of Scripture. Subsequently, the church gives birth to its own stories, which bring greater clarity and understanding of the biblical stories. The church, Hauerwas concludes, is thus "nothing less than that community where we as individuals continue to test and are tested by the particular ways these stories live through us."4

In this article I offer a modest thesis: The Adventist story may be passed on to our children only as we integrate theology and ethics. Only when young people see a connection between doctrine and practice will they view the Adventist story as capable of shaping and sustaining meaningful lives. The significance of Adventist convictions becomes apparent when those convictions are lived.

Baptist theologian Jim McClendon echoes Hauerwas when he stresses the significance of the church's story for its life. He urges us to focus on the stories of our particular faith communities. By doing this, McClendon says, we both display the significance and test the validity of our story-shaped convictions. We must be true to the narrative, as Hauerwas suggests. However, the meaning of that narrative is itself narratively disclosed through the lives of those who strive to be faithful to it.

Might a generation of contemporary Adventist students be renewed if they reviewed their roots? What if they discovered that the Adventist story boasts authentic "missionaries, visionaries, and revolutionaries"?

One story that could inspire them is that of the faithful lives of Fernando and Ana Stahl.

"Missionaries, Visionaries, and Revolutionaries"

Fernando and Ana Stahl are my spiritual forebears. The Christian gospel which they preached came to be enacted not only in Adventist Churches and clinics and schools, but also in town markets and provincial law courts and the national legislature. In the truest sense, the Stahls were missionaries, visionaries, and revolutionaries.5

This tribute to two pioneer Adventist missionaries wouldn't have surprised me if it came from an SDA missions promoter. But my informant was a Catholic priest, a Maryknoll missioner based in the Peruvian highlands.

A Latin American Protestant theologian, Samuel Escobar, is equally laudatory. He says that "the gospel which came to Latin America with Protestantism came with liberating force because it brought with it the power of the bibli-
suggest that there may be many exploring what it meant to be a outside the denomination they served?ings into the life and work of the Stahls could not ofian and.. The Stahls and their two children paid their Main Street, U.S.A., to land in the Bolivian and Peruvian altiplano (highlands) in 1909.

Ana bartered her professional skills as a nurse to the social elite, and served the destitute as well. Fernando stumbled about indigenous villages intuitively exploring what it meant to be a missionary. He began by selling religious magazines. However, he soon discovered that most of the indigenous population could not read. Furthermore, the privileged classes had every reason to keep them uneducated in order to maintain their social and economic advantages. By 1911, magazine peddling took a back seat to establishing schools, as the Stahls linked up with indigenous visionary and early Adventist convert Manuel Camacho on the Peruvian side of Lake Titicaca.

A near feudal social system dominated the Peruvian highlands at the turn of the century. Geographical barriers prevented national laws from being enforced in the altiplano. Cultural barriers created a caste system. With the support of religious and political functionaries, a small group of mestizo and white landowning families kept in total subjection the 95 percent of the population from Aymara and Quechua ancestry. Land expropriations, forced labor, and arbitrary taxation were the chief tools of oppression. These abuses triggered a series of violent revolts that erupted throughout the altiplano during the 1930s.

illiterate, with no opportunities for education, the indigenous peoples had little contact with the world beyond the Lake Titicaca basin. An exception was Camacho, who had encountered Protestant missionaries in his travels beyond Lake Titicaca. His call for indigenous education as the "only sure way of salvation from the subjugation in which we find ourselves," enraged the ruling elite. As a result, Camacho endured for a full decade the brutes, threats, terror, beatings, and imprisonments meted out to those who have the temerity to act out their visionary hopes. It was in this social context that the Stahls' educational endeavor flourished.

Adventist Education Begins

The Stahls probably could not have articulated an academic definition of the term "near-feudal social system" that historians use to describe the altiplano at the beginning of the century. Yet Fernando's In the Land of the Incas, published in 1920 in English and later in Spanish, shows a clear perception of the injustices perpetuated by an unholy alliance formed by a trio he explicitly identifies: town judge, village priest, and wealthy landowner.

The Stahls embraced Camacho's vision for mediating salvation to the altiplano, casting their lot with the indigenous people. Fernando and Ana assumed the highlands as their parish. For a full decade they traveled about on muleback, on horseback, and later on a Harley-Davidson motorcycle, establishing schools, chapels, clinics, and markets.

The statistics are impressive. Fernando and Ana Stahl birthed an educational system in the Andes that encircled Lake Titicaca and included as many as 200 schools, ranging from humble village home schools to large boarding institutions. So great was the demand for indigenous education that the Stahls' successor received 12 requests for schools in a single day. In these schools

---

Classroom Projects for Heightening Awareness of Adventist World Mission

K-12 Level

1. Show and tell: Invite missionaries, world travelers, and immigrants to bring memorabilia to the classroom.

2. Cut and paste: Obtain National Geographic magazines, travel guides, and tour company brochures. Have students mount them on posterboard to display in the classroom.

3. Cultures and customs. Invite immigrants to tell about the missionaries who introduced them to the gospel. They can describe the ways in which their culture differs from the culture of the missionary's homeland—and how they were able to hear the gospel speak across cultural barriers.

4. Maps and faces. Purchase a wall map and attach faces of SDA missionaries to it, showing where they are serving or have been stationed (photocopy pictures printed in Adventist Heritage magazine or other sources).

5. Scripts and skills. Drawing upon classical mission story books, write and produce plays that communicate arresting mission adventures from various parts of the world.

Academy/College Level

1. Stories and histories. Begin to collect audio and/or video tapes with structured interviews of SDA missionaries. As students use these materials for research or creative writing, help them wrestle with such themes as cultural pluralism, cultural relativism, and gospel contextualization.

2. Displays. Build locked display cases and invite former missionaries and other world travelers to loan their collections to your institution.

3. Archives and collections. Request that missionaries permit your school to photocopy letters and papers that offer insights into their experiences.

4. Research and writing. Assign research projects that permit students to explore ways that the presence of missions and the lives of specific persons have changed the culture of various parts of the world.


Note: The Stahl Museum for World Mission would welcome receiving collections of mission artifacts as a way of "passing a vision to our children." Contact:

Dr. John Eck, Curator
Stahl Museum for World Mission
Loma Linda University
Riverside, CA 92515
Telephone: (714) 785-2041.
tens of thousands of Quechua and Aymara received an education.

Thanks in large part to these educational efforts, baptized members in the Lake Titicaca mission numbered 6,579 by 1940. The national census of the year showed fully four times that number of self-identified Protestants (virtually all of whom would have been Adventists) in the Lake Titicaca basin. Adventism had indeed established an enduring presence in the altiplano.

Yet numbers cannot fully describe the Stahls' accomplishments. Personal commentaries flesh out statistical skeletons. The Adventist presence did contribute to social and structural change in the altiplano. This is borne out by educator Ruben Chambi, son of the Stahls' early guide and translator: 'The Adventist school system opened the way for the indigenous population of the highlands to achieve selfhood and self-sufficiency,' he asserts. 'The Stahls' gospel both converted hearts and changed the social fabric of the highlands.'

The rapidity of the social change in the highlands is seen in the fact that this same Ruben Chambi—but one generation removed from Puno's near-feudal past—was elected by the Puniens to the National Congress.

Progressive Acclaim

The Stahls and their Adventist band drew rave reviews from indigenistas and other progressives:

- One radical son of Puno—a co-founder of the avant garde literary circle Grupo Orkopata, whose cobbler father was a co-founder of Puno's first Adventist congregation—described the Plateria schools as initiating 'la revolucion de la Plateria.'
- National Congress deputy and former rector of Lima's top-ranked San Marcos University, well known for his involvements in land reform and educational change, pledged solidarity with these missionaries as 'co-workers' in 'the labor of human redemption.'
- The director of the national library cited the Stahls and Camacho by name, lauding their educational work as achieving 'unanticipated and transcendent results.' He concludes with an equally rare unqualified generalization: 'For the first time, the Indian acceded to letters, hygiene, and a consciousness of his own dignity.'

The progressives, often anti-clerical, liked to contrast the Stahls' method of evangelization with that of the priests:

- One liberal from the provincial capital of Arequipa contended that while Puno's priests planned religious feasts, their Protestant counterparts established clinics and schools.
- A fellow progressive noted that while the Protestant leaders taught and healed, their Catholic counterparts sang masses and planned fiestas.
- An influential social critic, not known for his enthusiasm about any kind of institutionalized religion, noted approvingly that whereas the Jesuits contented themselves with the teaching of the wealthy elite while enjoying the comforts of Lima, the Adventists braved the rigors of the altiplano to instruct the disinheritcd classes.
- A leading Andean educator succinctly observed that the village priests worked to 'save souls,' but the Stahls worked to 'save lives.'

Conservative Reaction

Retaliation to the Stahls' efforts was swift and decisive. Clerical opposition
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reached an apex on March 3, 1913, when the Puno-based bishop personally led a mob of 200 men, on horseback, to expel the Protestant heretics.29 After wreaking havoc at the Camacho and Stahl homes (the inhabitants being away at the time), the mob lashed together eight Adventist believers with leather thongs and led them off to prison in the dead of night.

Fernando's account notes how these bound prisoners were repeatedly assaulted by man and beast as they stumbled the 21 miles to the prison on foot, "hatless and coatless."31 The subsequent acquittal and release of the prisoners does not end the story. Commentators on the history of religious liberty in Peru say this incident provided the impetus for a 1915 constitutional amendment guaranteeing freedom of religious expression.32 De jure change does not, of course, translate immediately into de facto reform. As the Adventist schools multiplied, so did the opposition to them. On numerous occasions, the Stahls barely escaped with their lives. Scores of believers were murdered, schoolhouses were burned, Adventist teachers were assaulted, and at least one student was reported to have been beaten to death after enrolling in an Adventist school.

Conservative newspapers catalogued alleged misdeeds of the Adventists. The perceived threats to the social order presented by these schools are explicitly described in a memorial filed from Azangaro in 1923:

These false evangelical schools bring together daily large numbers of suggestible individuals of suspect social desires, and ignorant Indians attracted through false and fantastic premises.

At these schools they teach the most depraved and heretical practices, and preach a war of extermination against faithful Catholics and the Church itself.

At these schools they work a labor of dissolution. They spread doctrines of the most crimson communism. They attempt to destroy patriotism and the spirit of the nation by inculcating the most extreme and dangerous socialist concepts of social organization, class and racial equality, and unbounded liberty in the ignorant masses.

At these schools, finally, they openly attack our property system.33

Near the end of the Stahls' stay in the tiitiplano, Puno progressives called for a commission to investigate local abuses and institute reforms, a call that was
heeded by Lima. When the visiting commission arrived, Fernando seized the opportunity to showcase Patería's indigenous students' lobbying for social change. Commissioner Erasmo Roca, head of the Ministry of Development's Labor Bureau, reports on the "specatle" that Stahl orchestrated:

What a beautiful spectacle it was for us, just a few days after our arrival in Puno, to see nearly two thousand Indian evangelists (sic) from the region of Patería... who in correct military formation and led by two musical bands, paraded before the commission.15

Inhabitants of the neighboring town of Azangaro may well have taken a cue from the "evangelists," massing fully 8,000 such greeters, also "in correct military formation," when the commission arrived in their tense town a few days later.

As a result, nervous landowners wired Lima for troop reinforcements and at least one local "indigenista" leader was placed in preventive detention. News accounts report that the local elite debated whether the same fate ought not to be accorded to Fernando Stahl.16

The Stahls doubtless took no small satisfaction in contrasting the 1913 forced march from Patería with the demonstration of solidarity that Fernando staged just seven years later. The earlier band of eight captives had been lashed together with leather thongs and herded "hateful and coastless" over the same 21-mile course to the taunts and jeers and assaults of captors and onlookers. Now, that course was traversed by a throng of disciplined Aymara and Quechua intent upon demonstrating to the visiting dignitaries that the gospel had liberated them from the internal and external principalities and powers that had formerly held them in bondage.

A Concluding, Unscientific Postscript

Responses by poets, politicians, and academics on three continents to the Stahl chapter of the Adventist story suggest that the narrative remains an inspiring one. Tapping that capacity for inspiration will enable us to successfully transmit our Adventist heritage.

If we as teachers are to articulate to our students an account of Adventism that is compellingly attractive, we must demonstrate that Adventism makes a difference. To show them how identifying with the Adventist story shapes and sustains lives will support our claim that it is worth taking seriously. It will give that story meaning and highlight its validity. The Adventist story will thus provide hope and renewed confidence to those, young and not-so-young, who wonder whether that story is true. Only as we tell such stories as the Stahls'—which integrate believing and being in a way that only stories can—will our students continue to sense the need for belonging.

Dr. Charles Teel, Jr. is Professor of Religion and Sociology, and Director of the Stahl Fund for World Mission at Loma Linda University Riverside, Riverside, California.
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